
M’NEX 25H, our most complete model

We present the new M’NEX 25H, the most versatile double rollover on the market. In addition to the flexibility already offered 

by the two independent modules of the M’NEX 25, we have added a new high pressure system with rotating nozzles 

(80 Bar – 84 l/m). The result is a gentle yet accurate brushless wash capable of reaching every corner.

Essential to this system are the total of 26 rotating nozzles found on the oscillating side unit and the rotating horizontal 

system. The internal mechanism of these nozzles concentrates all the power and speed into one single jet of water which 

spins at high speed forming a clearly-defined cone shape which washes all of the dirt off the vehicle.

Additionally, the optional 80 Bar high pressure wheelwash with 3 rotating nozzles can be added to give a unique clean even 

on the most difficult of rims.
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BRUSHLESS WASH

Different types of chemical prewash are available which act on the dirt ground onto the vehicle thus 

helping the high pressure system achieve a more effective clean. The 5-position horizontal high 

pressure system ensures that every last corner of the vehicle is reached. The two most horizontal 

positions target the front and rear of the vehicle directly, thus achieving optimum results. 

COMBINED WASH         

The perfect wash for even the most demanding customers is achieved by the combined action of the 

new oscillating/rotating high pressure system and our Link-it® system brushes. The process ends with 

the well-known drying quality of the M’NEX range, which gets even better on this model thanks to the 

individual dryer module.

HIGH SHINE WAX

For real connoisseurs, we can top off any of these options with a special high shine wax bath, which 

is then massaged in by the brushes, offering exceptional protection and shine to the paintwork of 

the vehicle.
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WASH DIMENSIONS

All measurements in mm.* Includes energy chain
** Includes energy chain + optional splash screens

WASH COMBINATIONS  M’NEX 25H


